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Versatile Phone Mount
Combos
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FEATURES
VISES
Model: 209, Vacuum Base PV Jr.
is the most portable
precision vise! Great
for light-duty field
repairs, electronics,
hobbies & more!
Attaches securely to
any smooth, flat, clean,
non-porous surface.

MOUNTS
Mount to

Mount
on dash

Windshield

Model 15101

OR
Model 15523

UNIVERSAL
PHONE HOLDER

A

with window mount

s with most PanaVise products, we allow you
the unique opportunity to mix and match elements to
create your ideal product. We offer many pre-assembled
and pre-established combos across our product lines, but it’s
important to know that each line has individual pieces that
can be matched up with other pieces to make a lean mean
PanaVise machine, custom created by you.
Most customers that know about this exciting feature
usually only consider the vise line as a mix and match
platform. The ability to customize your in vehicle smartphone
experience is also a reality.

FACEBOOK

CONTEST WINNER
Congratulations to John Nolan
for being our February FB contest
winner. John posted to the PanaVise
FB page his use of the PV Jr., Model 201. The
PV Jr. made this computer repair easy and he says,
“My customers were impressed, and so was I!”
We are thrilled to hear such praise. John, thank you
for sharing your experience with us!!!!

YOU TOO COULD
BE A WINNER...
Every month you have a chance to win a prize!
Visit us on Facebook & post a photo of your
creative PanaVise Project! We are itching to see
the innovative ways you use your PanaVise.

No-Skid
Dash mount
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Model 15202

LOW-profile
Dash mat

Make your own
combination

By choosing the perfect holder, mount, and mobile power
device, you can make the perfect hands free combo that fits,
not only your car, but your lifestyle.
As seen above, you can create a smartphone combo that
holds your mobile device securely and attaches to your
vehicle no matter the surface, shape or slope of your
windshield and/or front dash.
Check out the Mobile Electronic Mounts link on
www.panavise.com. You may be surprised by how
many options PanaVise offers in creating the perfect
mobile solution.

SOCIAL MEDIA ALERT
Find PanaVise on the internet! Get updates with
Twitter® and get to know us better on Facebook®. Log-in
to one, or both, of these social networks and follow
or like us. We want to communicate with you, after all,
that is why we are here.

IMPORTANT
DATES
don’t miss us at...
03.28.12 – 03.30.12
2012 ISC West Trade Show
Featuring: CCTV Camera Mounts
Location : Las Vegas, NV
Booth : 2126, North Hall

Model: 675-BT, Quick Release
Interface is convenient & easy-to
-use interface to quickly remove
electronics from any
mount. This provides
a quick release
equipped
with AMPS
base & top.

CCTV
Model: 865,
Corner/Pipe Base
(Black) is perfect for
external corners of
wall joints or
strapped to pipes
at least 1.25”
in diameter.
(Straps not included)

AUDIO/VIDEO
Model: 336-V75, Work Station
Mount 75MM Plate is fully
adjustable,
90º Tilt, 360º
Turn & 360º
Rotation for
precise screen
positioning.
Match with 6”
or 9” stand.
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